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Identification Plus Transmission Over
Channels with Perfect Feedback

Sivarama Venkatesan,Student Member, IEEE,
and Venkat Anantharam,Member, IEEE

Abstract—We determine the region of all identification and transmission
rate-pairs achievable over a discrete memoryless channel with perfect and
instantaneous feedback, for both randomized and deterministic encoding.
As a by-product, we also have a new proof of Kemperman’s strong
converse to Shannon’s coding theorem for DMC’s with feedback.

Index Terms—Channels with feedback, identification plus transmission
coding, Kemperman’s strong converse.

I. INTRODUCTION

The following problem, calledidentification, was introduced by
Ahlswede and Dueck [2]: suppose there areN events, any one
of which may occur. The actual outcome is known to an agent
(the transmitter) at the transmitting end of a discrete memoryless
channel (DMC) with transition probability matrixW . The output of
this channel can be observed byN agents (thereceivers) who are
interested in the outcome. However, receivera (1 � a � N) only
wishes to know whether or not eventa occurred, and notwhichevent
actually occurred. To this end, the transmitter must send a codeword
bearing information about the outcome across the channel. Based on
the channel output, each receiver must decide whether or not the
event of interest to it occurred. It is required for eacha that if event
a is the actual outcome then i) receivera should decide with high
probability that eventa occurred; and ii) for anya0 6= a, receiver
a

0 should decide with high probability that eventa0 did not occur.
The question of interest, then, is how fastN can grow withn, the
number of uses of the channel permitted to the transmitter.

The surprising result of [2] is thatN can actually grow as
exp fexp [nR� o(n)]g (doublyexponential inn), provided that the
transmitter can use randomized encoding. Further, the identification
capacity of the channel, defined as the maximum achievable (second-
order) rateR in this situation, equals its Shannon capacityC =

maxP I(P ; W )—the maximum mutual information between chan-
nel input and output, over all input distributionsP . (Throughout this
correspondence, all logarithms and exponentials will be to the base
e.) Randomization is crucial here, in the sense that it is impossible to
achieve any positive second-order rateR with deterministic encoding,
i.e., the deterministic identification capacity is zero.

In [5], Han and Verd́u studied a variant of the identification
problem, calledidentification plus transmission. The situation here
is as before, but now the transmitter also receives as input one of
M equiprobable messages. When eventa occurs, the transmitter is
required to convey this message to receivera, by sending a codeword
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across the channel—thus the indexa denotes the “address” to which
the message must be sent. It is now required that if eventa is
the actual outcome then i) receivera, the intended recipient of the
message, should decide that eventa occurredanddecode the message
correctly with high probability; and ii) for anya0 6= a, receiver
a0 should recognize with high probability that the message is not
intended for it, i.e., that eventa0 did not occur. These probabilities
are assumed to be averaged overM possible messages. The question
of interest, then, is how fastM andN can simultaneously grow with
the number of channel uses permitted to the transmitter.

The straightforward “time-sharing” solution to this problem would
be to encode the message in(1 � �)n symbols using a classical
data transmission code, and encode the “address” in a header of�n
symbols using an identification code (n is the number of channel
uses). This scheme would permit

M = exp [n(1� �)C � o(n)]

and

N = exp fexp [n�C � o(n)]g

and would require randomization for the address encoding. However,
it is possible to do better. In [5], it was shown that in fact

M = exp [nC � o(n)]

and

N = exp fexp [nC � o(n)]g

aresimultaneouslyachievable, if the address and message arejointly
encoded using an “identification plus transmission” code, instead
of separately as above; moreover, the joint encoding does not
require randomization (essentially because the message itself provides
enough randomness for the address encoding).

In this correspondence, we study an analogous identification plus
transmission problem when the transmitter hasperfect and instan-
taneous feedbackfrom the output of the DMC connecting it to
the receivers. It is well known that feedback does not increase
the data transmission capacity of a DMC. In marked contrast,
feedback can have a dramatic effect on its identification capacity.
In [1], the sequel to [2], it was shown that feedback increases
the identification capacity of a DMCW with positive Shannon
capacity to maxP H(PW )—the maximum unconditional output
entropy, over all input distributionsP—when randomized encoding
is allowed. It was also shown that feedback increases the deterministic
identification capacity from zero tomaxx H[W (�jx)]—the maxi-
mum, over all input symbolsx, of the conditional output entropy
when x is transmitted.

Here, we determine the region of all rate-pairs(R1; R2) such that
the transmitter can reliably send one ofM = exp [nR1 � o(n)]
messages to one ofN = exp fexp [nR2 � o(n)]g receivers across
the DMC W , in the presence of feedback. As in [1], we consider
both the case where randomized encoding is allowed, and the case
where the encoding must be deterministic. The problem is formulated
more precisely in Section II, and the results are stated in Theorem
2.1. The identification theorems of [1] can be viewed as special cases
of these results, obtained by setting the transmission rate requirement
R1 to zero. As in [1], the converses proved here are “strong.” As a
by-product of these converses, we also have a new proof of the strong
converse to Shannon’s coding theorem for DMC’s with feedback, a
result first proved by Kemperman [6].

II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND RESULTS

The DMC connecting the transmitter and the receivers is assumed
to have finite input and output alphabetsX andY, respectively, and
transition probability functionW = fW (yjx): x 2 X ; y 2 Yg.
In the presence of feedback, the transmitter can adapt its channel

input at each step of communication to the outputs from all previous
steps. Accordingly, we define ann-step feedback functionas a vector
f = (f1; � � � ; fn), wherefk: Yk�1 ! X . When the transmitter uses
this feedback function for communication, it sends the symbolXk =

fk(Y
k�1) in stepk, 1 � k � n, whereY k�1 is the sequence of

channel outputs in the firstk�1 steps. The corresponding probability
that Y n = yn, denotedQf (y

n), equalsWn(yn j f(yn)), where
f(yn) is thexn 2 Xn given byxk = fk(y

k�1), 1 � k � n. Clearly,
the probability that(Xn; Y n) = (xn; yn), denotedWf (x

n; yn),
equalsQf(y

n) if xn = f(yn), and0 otherwise.
An n-step feedback strategyF for the channelW is defined

as a probability distribution (p.d.) onFn, the set of alln-step
feedback functions. To communicate according to the strategyF ,
the transmitter randomly choosesf 2 Fn with distributionF , and
then uses it as described above, to decide its channel input at each
step. The probability that(Xn; Y n) = (xn; yn) under the strategy
F , denotedWF (x

n; yn), is then

f2F

F (f)Wf (x
n; yn)

and the corresponding marginal probability thatY n = yn, denoted
QF (y

n), is

f2F

F (f)Qf(y
n
):

A general strategy, as defined above, is allowed to use randomiza-
tion. The strategyF is called deterministicif F (f) = 1 for some
f 2 Fn. Clearly, such a strategy does not require any randomization.

We will now define the identification plus transmission codes to
be studied here. In the definition below, and in the rest of the paper,
[J ]

def

= f1; 2; � � � ; Jg for any positive integerJ .
Definition 2.1: An (n; N; M; �; �) identification plus transmis-

sion (IT) code is a collection

f(Fa;m; Da;m): (a; m) 2 [N ]� [M ]g

whereFa;m is ann-step strategy,Da;m � Yn, and for eacha 2 [N ]:

1) Da;m \ Da;m is empty ifm 6= m0;

2) (1=M)
m

QF (Da;m) > 1 � �;

3) (1=M)
m

QF (Da ) < � for all a0 6= a, whereDa =

m
Da ;m.

The code is called deterministic if all the strategiesFa;m are
deterministic.

The interpretation of the above code is as follows: if the transmitter
wishes to send messagem to receivera, it communicates according to
the strategyFa;m. After n steps, receivera decides that it is indeed
the intended recipient if the received sequenceY n falls in Da =

m
Da;m; in this case, because of Condition 1) in the definition,

there is a uniquem such thatY n 2 Da;m, and it takes thism as the
transmitted message. Otherwise, i.e., ifY n =2 Da, receivera decides
that the message is not intended for it. Condition 2) guarantees that
the intended recipient decodes the transmitted message correctly with
probability greater than1 � �, while Condition 3) guarantees that
any other receiver wrongly decides it is the recipient with probability
less than�. Note that these probabilities are averaged over theM
possible messages.

The rate-pair(R1; R2) will be called (�; �)-achievableif there
exists a sequence of(n; Nn; Mn; �; �) IT codes such that

lim inf n�1
log Mn = R1

and

lim inf n�1
log log Nn = R2:
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If this sequence can be chosen to be deterministic, then(R1; R2)

will be called deterministically(�; �)-achievable.
Theorem 2.1. Main Theorem:Assume that the discrete memory-

less channelW has positive Shannon capacityC = maxP I(P ; W ).
Then, for any(�; �) satisfying� > 0, � > 0, and� + � < 1, the
rate-pair(R1; R2) is (�; �)-achievable if and only if

R1 � C and R2 � max
P : I(P ;W )�R

H(PW )

and is deterministically(�; �)-achievable if and only if

R1 � C and R2 � R1 + max
P : I(P ;W )�R

H(W jP ):

The assumptions� > 0 and� > 0 are, of course, reasonable. We
also need the assumption�+� < 1 in order to get meaningful results;
if �+� > 1, it can be shown that arbitrarily high identification rates
R2 are achievable. The assumption thatC > 0 precludes trivialities
of the opposite kind; ifC = 0, it can be shown that there does not
exist any(n; N; M; �; �) IT code withN > 1 or M > (1� �)�1

(assuming� > 0, � > 0, and� + � < 1).
Note that the statement “(R1; R2) is deterministically achiev-

able” does not imply “(R0

1; R2) is deterministically achievable if
R0

1 < R1!” The reason is that, with deterministic IT codes, the
transmission rate determines the amount of randomization available
for identification coding. There is no such pathology in the result for
general IT codes.

We will prove the achievability parts of Theorem 2.1 in Section III,
and the converse parts in Section IV. The achievability results can
actually be proved with Condition 2) in Definition 2.1 replaced by the
stronger condition “QF (Da;m) > 1�� for all m.” However, it is
not possible similarly to replace Condition 3) by “QF (Da ) < �

for all m and all a0 6= a” without affecting the results. Averaging
over messages is essential in controlling the probability of a receiver
wrongly deciding that it is the intended recipient.

III. PROOFS OF THEACHIEVABILITY PARTS

The achievability proofs are based on those of [1]. We will first
consider the general case in Section III-A. With very minor changes,
the same arguments will work in the deterministic case as well (see
Section III-B). We will need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.1: Let P be ann-type onX for somen � 1 (i.e., P
is a p.d. onX such thatnP (x) is an integer for allx 2 X ), and
let d = jX j jYj.

1) If R0 � 0 and J � exp (nR0), then there exist sequences
ccc1; � � � ; cccJ in Xn, all of type P , and a partition ofYn into
subsetsC1; � � � ; CJ , such that

abovedisplayskip4pt1�Wn
(Cj jcccj) � (n+1)

4d
exp [�nE0

(R
0

; P )]

for all j 2 [J ]. Here, E0(R0; P ) is a continuous function
of (R0; P ) which is positive if R0 < I(P ; W ) and zero
otherwise.

2) If R00 � 0 andK � exp (nR00), then, for anyccc 2 Xn of type
P and anyC � Yn, there exists a partition ofC into subsets
Ce; C1; � � � ; CK , such that

abovedisplayskip4ptW
n
(Ckjccc) = (1=K)[W

n
(Cjccc)�Wn

(Cejccc)]
for all k 2 [K], and

abovedisplayskip4ptW
n
(Cejccc) � (n+1)

d
exp [�nE00

(R
00

; P )]:

Here,E00(R00; P ) is a continuous function of(R00; P ) which
is positive ifR00 < H(W jP ) and zero otherwise.

Proof: See the Appendix.
The first part of Lemma 3.1 is a standard result in channel

coding. It implies the existence of an “equitype” transmission code
for the DMC W (without feedback) of blocklengthn with about

exp [nI(P ; W )] codewords—P is the common type of the code-
words—whose maximal error probability overW decays exponen-
tially with n. By the second part of Lemma 3.1, the decoding set
corresponding to each codeword in such a code can be partitioned
into aboutexp [nH(W jP )] sets—all of which haveexactlythe same
probability—and a remaining “error” set whose probability decays
exponentially withn.

Lemma 3.2: Let 0 < � < 1, and let J � 2=�, S � 1, and
N < exp (�2S=2) be integers. Then, there exists anN � S array
(N rows andS columns) with entries from[J ], any two rows of
which are at a Hamming distance greater than(1 � �)S from each
other.

Proof: See the Appendix.
Lemma 3.2 is based on the arguments in [1, Sec. III ], though

it is stated there differently. It is the essence of the “
p
n trick” of

[1], which can be used to prove all known achievability results in
identification theory. (In the absence of feedback, the original “Gilbert
bound” approach of [2] may be simpler.) In its present form, the name
“array trick” may be more appropriate.

A. The General Case

Fix any � > 0 and � > 0. It suffices to prove that if

R1 < C � � and R2 < max
P : I(P ;W )�R +�

H(PW )� �

then (R1; R2) is (4�; 4�)-achievable. So letMn = bexp (nR1)c
and Nn = bexp [exp (nR2)]c. We will show that for all largen
there exists an(n + t; Nn; Mn; 4�; 4�) IT code, wheret does not
depend onn.

Let P � be a p.d. onX that maximizesH(PW ) subject to
I(P ; W ) � R1 + �. Let

R
0

= I(P
�

; W )� �=2

and

R
00

= H(W jP �

)� �=2:

Pick any sequencefPng, with Pn an n-type on X , such that
Pn ! P � as n ! 1.

Let Ln = bexp [n(R0 � R1)]c. Then,MnLn � exp (nR0), and
the first part of Lemma 3.1 guarantees the existence of sequences
cccml 2 Xn, all of typePn, and setsCml partitioningYn and satisfying
1�Wn(Cmljcccml) � �n for all (m; l) 2 [Mn] � [Ln]. Here

�n = exp [�nE0

(R
0

; Pn) + o(n)] < �

for all large n, because

E
0

(R
0

; Pn)! E
0

(R
0

; P
�

) > 0:

Let Kn = bexp (nR00)c. Then, by the second part of Lemma
3.1, each setCml can be partitioned further into subsetsCmlk,
k2feg[[Kn], such thatWn(Cmlkjcccml) is the same for allk2 [Kn];

andWn(Cmlejcccml) � �n. Here

�n = exp [�nE00

(R
00

; Pn) + o(n)] < �

for all large n, because

E
00

(R
00

; Pn)! E
00

(R
00

; P
�

) > 0:

Note that

lim n
�1

log (MnLnKn) = H(P
�

W )� � > R2

by assumption. Hence, for all largen, exp (nR2) < (�2=2)MnLnKn

andNn < exp [(�2=2)MnLnKn]. By Lemma 3.2, then, there exists
anNn � (MnLnKn) array with entries from[J ], any two rows of
which are at a Hamming distance greater than(1� �)MnLnKn, if
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n is large. Here, we may takeJ = d2=�e. We will denote this array
by A, and think of its rows as being indexed by theNn receivers. Its
columns will be indexed by triples(m; l; k) 2 [Mn]� [Ln]� [Kn].
A(a; m; l; k) will denote the array element in rowa and column
(m; l; k).

Finally, pick an integert large enough that there exist sequences
~ccc1; � � � ; ~cccJ in X t and a partition ~C1; � � � ; ~CJ of Yt, satisfying
1 � W t

( ~Cj j~cccj) < � for all j 2 [J ]. This is possible because the
channel has positive Shannon capacity.

The transmitter encodes any address–message pair(a; m) 2

[Nn] � [Mn] in two stages. In the first stage, it picks a random
l 2 [Ln] with a uniform distribution, and sends the sequencecccml

across the channel. There is then a unique triple

(m̂; l̂; k) 2 [Mn] � [Ln]� (feg [ [Kn])

such that the corresponding channel output sequence lies inCm̂l̂k.
This triple, which is known to the transmitter also because of
feedback, identifies a column of the arrayA if k 2 [Kn] (i.e., if
k 6= e).

If k 2 [Kn], then the transmitter sends the sequence~cccj in the
second stage, wherej = A(a; m; l; k) is the integer in rowa and
column(m; l; k) of the arrayA; correspondingly, there is a unique
|̂ 2 [J ] such that the output sequence falls in~C|̂. On the other hand,
if k = e, the transmitter and receivers declare an error, and the
transmitter sends a dummy sequence of lengtht, say~ccce, in the second
stage. We have thus implicitly defined(n + t)-step strategiesFa;m
for each(a; m) 2 [Nn] � [Mn].

At the end of n + t steps, receivera0 simply checks if
A(a0

; m̂; l̂; k) = |̂. If so, it assumes that it is indeed the intended
recipient, and that the transmitted message ism̂. Otherwise, i.e., if
A(a0

; m̂; l̂; k) 6= |̂, it decides that the message is not intended for
it. Formally, this means that the decoding regionDa;m � Yn+t

equals
(l; k; j)

Cmlk � ~Cj , the union extending over all those triples
(l; k; j) for which A(a; m; l; k) = j.

We will now bound the error probabilities of this IT code. Suppose
the transmitter attempts to convey messagem to receiver a. If
(m̂; l̂) = (m; l), k 6= e, and |̂ = j, then receivera will recognize
that the message is intended for it, and decode it correctly asm.
Therefore, by a union bound

1�QF (Da;m) � �n + �n + � < 3�

for all large n.
Now, consider any receivera0 6= a. If (m̂; l̂) = (m; l), k 6= e,

|̂ = j, and A(a0
; m; l; k) 6= A(a; m; l; k), then receivera0 will

correctly recognize that it is not the intended recipient. As before,
the probability that either(m̂; l̂) 6= (m; l), or k = e, or |̂ 6= j is
at most�n + �n + �. Further, given that(m̂; l̂) = (m; l), k 6= e,
and |̂ = j, the probability thatA(a0

; m; l; k) = A(a; m; l; k) is
equal toEm(a; a0

)=LnKn, whereEm(a; a0
) is the number of pairs

(l; k) such thatA(a0
; m; l; k) = A(a; m; l; k). This is because

l is chosen with a uniform distribution over[Ln], and, conditional
on k 6= e, k has a uniform distribution on[Kn] for all values of
(m; l). Thus

QF (Da ) � �n + �n + �+
Em(a; a0

)

LnKn

:

But then

1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (Da )

� �n + �n + �+
1

Mn

M

m=1

Em(a; a0
)

LnKn

< 4�; for all largen

because
m
Em(a; a0

) is just the number of positions in which
rows a anda0 of the arrayA agree, and this number is smaller than
�(MnLnKn) for all largen. This completes the proof.

B. The Deterministic Case

It suffices to prove that ifR1 < C � � and

R2 < R1 + max
P : I(P ;W )�R +�

H(W jP )� �

for some� > 0, then for any� > 0 and all largen there exists
an (n + t; Nn; Mn; 4�; 4�) deterministic IT code, withMn =

bexp (nR1)c andNn = bexp [exp (nR2)]c (t being a constant, as
before). We have a proof of the existence of such codes if we simply
change three sentences in the proof for the general case, starting from
Section III-A. These are the first sentences of paragraphs 2, 3, and 5
of Section III-A. The first of these must be changed to “LetP � be a
p.d. onX that maximizesH(W jP ) subject toI(P ; W ) � R1+ �;”
the second to “LetLn = 1;” and the third to “Note that

lim n
�1

log (MnLnKn) = R1 +H(W jP
�
)� �=2 > R2

by assumption.” But for these changes, the proof in the general case
carries over word-for-word. The resulting sequence of IT codes is
indeed deterministic becauseLn = 1 here; an inspection of the
previous proof shows that the transmitter needs randomizationonly
to generate a randoml 2 [Ln].

IV. PROOFS OF THECONVERSE PARTS

Consider any sequence of(n; Nn; Mn; �; �) IT codes
f(Fa;m; Da;m)g achieving the rate-pair(R1; R2), with � > 0,
� > 0, and� + � < 1. We will now outline the ideas for bounding
R1 and R2.

To begin with, f(F1;m; D1;m): m 2 [Mn]g is a sequence of
(n; Mn) transmission codes with average error probability�, for the
DMC W with feedback. The encoding may involve randomization,
but this does not help at all in a transmission code. Since� < 1,
Kemperman’s strong converse to Shannon’s theorem for DMC’s with
feedback [6] yieldslim sup n�1

log Mn � C, which implies that

R1 = lim inf n
�1

log Mn � C:

However, it turns out that we can prove Kemperman’s result here
with very little additional effort, and will therefore not appeal to it
directly. Our proof of this result is different from the original one.

The idea for bounding the identification rate is similar to that in [1].
Fix any  2 (�; 1 � �). Suppose we could find subsetsD�

a � Da

and a numberKn such that

1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (D
�
a) >  and j D

�
aj � Kn;

for eacha 2 [Nn]:

Then, since

(1=Mn)

m

QF (D
�
a ) < � < 

for all a0 6= a, the setsD�
a would have to be distinct. But this would

imply that Nn is no bigger than the number of distinct subsets of
Yn whose size is at mostKn, which in turn is bounded above by
jYnjK . Thus we would have

n
�1

log log Nn � n
�1

log Kn + o(1):

We will prove that if n is large enough then there exist subsets
D�
a � Da satisfying the above conditions, withn�1

log Kn being

max
P : I(P ;W )�R ��

H(PW ) + o(1)
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in the general case, and

n
�1

log Mn + max
P : I(P ;W )�R ��

H(W jP ) + o(1)

in the deterministic case. Here,� is an arbitrary positive num-
ber. The required bounds on the identification rateR2 =

lim inf n�1 log log Nn in the two cases will then follow from
the continuity inR of

max
I(P ;W )�R

H(PW )

and

max
I(P ;W )�R

H(W jP ):

For anyn-step strategyF , and

(x
n
; y

n
) 2 Xn � Yn

let PF
k (xjxk�1; yk�1) be the probability thatXk = x given

(X
k�1

; Y
k�1

) = (x
k�1

; y
k�1

)

under the strategyF . Let PFx ; y be the p.d. onX given by

P
F
x ; y (x) = n

�1

n

k=1

P
F
k (xjxk�1

; y
k�1

):

The “typical set”E(F ) for the strategyF is then defined as the
set of (xn; yn) such thatWF (x

n; yn) > 0, and

jN(x; yjxn; yn)� nP
F
x ; y (x)W (yjx)j � n

3=4
W (yjx);

for all (x; y):

Here

N(x; yjxn; yn) = jfk: (xk; yk) = (x; y)gj:

Lemma 4.1: Let d = jX j jYj. For anyn-step strategyF

1�WF (E(F )) � dn
�1=2

:

If (xn; yn) 2 E(F ) and yn has typeQ, then

a) j log Qn(yn) + nH(PFx ; y W )j � dn7=8;
b) j log Wn(ynjxn) + nH(W jPF

x ; y )j � dn7=8; and
c) j log (Wn(ynjxn)=Qn(yn))� nI(PFx ; y ; W )j � 2dn7=8.

Proof: See the Appendix.
For any� � 0, let

B�(F ) = fyn: 9xn 2 Ey (F ) such thatI(PFx ; y ; W ) > �g

whereEy (F ) = fxn: (xn; yn) 2 E(F )g is the “section” ofE(F )

at yn.
Lemma 4.2: Let F1; � � � ; FM be n-step strategies, and

D1; � � � ; DM pairwise-disjoint subsets ofYn. Let

Bc�(Fm) = Yn � B�(Fm):

Then

1) (1=M)

m

QF (Dm \ Bc�(Fm))

� (1=M) exp fn�+ o(n)g+ o(1)

2)
m

Dm \ B�(Fm) �exp fn[ max
P : I(P ;W )��

H(PW )] + o(n)g

3)
m

Dm \ B�(Fm)

�M � exp fn[ max
P : I(P ;W )��

H(W jP )] + o(n)g

if F1; � � � ; FM are deterministic.

Proof: See the Appendix.

We will now return to the sequence of(n; Nn; Mn; �; �) IT
codesf(Fa;m; Da;m)g at the beginning of this section, and complete
the proofs of the converses. First, note that if� = C thenB�(F1;m)

is empty for allm, so thatD1;m = D1;m \ Bc�(F1;m). Therefore,

1� �<
1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (D1;m)

�
(n+ 1)d

Mn
exp fnC + 2dn

7=8g+ dn
�1=2

where the second inequality is by Part 1) of Lemma 4.2, applied
with � = C. Since � < 1, the above inequalities imply that
lim sup n�1 log Mn � C, whenceR1 � C. We have now proved
Kemperman’s strong converse for DMC’s with feedback, and the
required bound on the transmission rate for general IT codes as well
as deterministic ones.

To bound the identification rate, we will choose the setD�a to be

mDa;m \ B�(Fa;m) for eacha, with � = R1�� (� is an arbitrary
positive number). This amounts to throwing away all sequencesyn

in the decoding regionDa;m which are, roughly speaking, either
“atypical” (i.e.,Ey (Fa;m) is empty) or of “low mutual information”
(i.e.,I(P

F

x ; y ; W ) � R1�� for all xn 2 Ey (Fa;m)). The intuition
is that, if n is large, such sequences cannot contribute significantly
to the probability ofDa because the IT code is required to transmit
messages at rateR1. More precisely, for anya

1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (D�a) �
1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (Da;m \ B�(Fa;m))

=
1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (Da;m)

�
1

Mn

M

m=1

QF (Da;m \ Bc�(Fa;m))

> 1� ��
exp [n(R1 � �) + o(n)]

Mn
� o(1)

> 1� ��
1� �� �

2
; for all largen

>; for all largen

as required earlier. In the second inequality above, we have once
again used Part 1) of Lemma 4.2, this time with� = R1 � �.

The removal of the “inessential” sequences also trims downDa

to the right size:jD�aj is bounded above by the right-hand sides of
the inequalities in Parts 2) and 3) of Lemma 4.2 in the general and
deterministic cases, respectively, with� replaced byR1 � � andM
by Mn. Thus the setsD�a have all the properties postulated earlier,
and the converses are proved.

APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 3.1:The first part is a standard result—see [4,
Theorem 5.2, p. 165]. We will, therefore, only sketch the proof of
the second part.

Let Wn(P ) be the set of those DMC’sV (with alphabetsX and
Y) such thatnP (x)V (yjx) is an integer for allx; y. For any such
V , defineTV (ccc) to be the set ofyn such that

N(x; yjccc; yn) = nP (x)V (yjx)

for all x; y. Here,N(x; yjccc; yn) is the number of occurrences of
the pair (x; y) in (ccc; yn). For eachV 2 Wn(P ), constructK
pairwise-disjoint subsetsC1(V ); � � � ; CK(V ) of C \ TV (ccc), each of
size exactlybjC \ TV (ccc)j=Kc (the subsets are otherwise arbitrary).
Let Ck = V Ck(V ), k 2 [K].
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ThenWn(Ckjccc) is the same for allk 2 [K], since the number of
sequences inCk of a given conditional type w.r.t.ccc is the same for
all k. To upper-boundWn(Cejccc), where

Ce = C �
K

k=1

Ck

note thatCe contains exactlyjC \ TV (ccc)j mod K sequences from
TV (ccc). So

jC \ TV (ccc)jmodK � min fK; jTV (ccc)jg
� min fexp (nR00

); exp [nH(V jP )]g
= exp fn[H(V jP )� (H(V jP )�R

00

)
+
]g

and

W
n
(Cejccc) =

V 2W (P )

[jC \ TV (ccc)jmodK]

� exp f�n[H(V jP ) +D(V kW jP )]g
� (n+ 1)

d
exp [�nE00(R00; P )]:

Here

E
00
(R

00
; P ) = min

V
fD(V kW jP ) + [H(V jP )�R

00
]
+g

(the minimum is over all DMC’sV with alphabetsX andY). The
stated properties ofE00(R00; P ) are easy to establish.

Proof of Lemma 3.2:Let the first row of the array be arbitrary.
Then, choose a random second row, by picking each element inde-
pendently and equiprobably from[J ]. Since� > 1=J, the probability
that the second row matches the first at least in�S positions is, by
a Chernoff bound, no greater than

exp f�S �D(�k1=J)g � exp (�S�2=2) < 1

(we have used the boundD(pkq) � 2(p� q)2 for all p, q in [0; 1],
proved in [3, Lemma 12.6.1, p. 300]). Hence, there exists a “good”
2 � S array.

In general, if there exists a “good”L� S array for someL � 2,
and we pick an(L+1)th row randomly as above, then the probability
that this row matches any of the otherL rows at least in�S positions
is bounded by

L � exp f�S �D(�k1=J)g � L � exp (�S�2=2) < 1

if L < N . This proves the existence of a “good”N � S array.
Proof of Lemma 4.1:Let (Xn; Y n) be the random pair of input

and output sequences when the strategyF is used. Fix a pair(x; y).
For 1 � k � n, let Ak = 1 if (Xk; Yk) = (x; y), and0 otherwise.
Then,

E[AkjXk�1
; Y

k�1
] = P

F
k (xjXk�1

; Y
k�1

)W (yjx):
Thus if

~Ak = Ak � E[AkjXk�1
; Y

k�1
]

then

k

~Ak = N(x; yjXn
; Y

n
)� nP

F
X ;Y (x)W (yjx):

It can be verified easily thatVar ( ~Ak) �W (yjx), and that the~Ak ’s
are pairwise-uncorrelated. Hence, by Chebyshev’s inequality,

Pr [j
k

~Akj > n
3=4

W (yjx)] � n
�1=2

:

By a union bound over all(x; y), we then have1 �WF (E(F )) �
dn�1=2.

Suppose(xn; yn) 2 E(F ) andyn has typeQ. Then, for anyy 2 Y

jQ(y)� P
F
x ; y W (y)j = n

�1j
x

[N(x; yjxn; yn)

� nP
F
x ; y (x)W (yjx)]j � jX jn�1=4

:

Now, if P1 andP2 are probability distributions on a finite setZ, and
jP1(z)�P2(z)j � � for all z 2 Z, thenjH(P1)�H(P2)j � jZjp�
(this is a weaker, but more convenient, version of Lemma 2.7 on p.
33 of [4]). Therefore,

jH(Q)�H(P
F
x ; y W )j � jYj(jX jn�1=4

)
1=2 � dn

�1=8
:

Sincelog Qn(yn) = �nH(Q), Part a) of the Lemma is proved.
For Part b), note that

j log Wn
(y
njxn) + nH(W jPFx ; y )j

=
x; y

[N(x; yjxn; yn)

� nP
F
x ; y (x)W (yjx)] log W (yjx)

�
x; y

n
3=4

W (yjx)j log W (yjx)j � dn
7=8

sincen3=4 � n7=8, and jpz log zj � 1 if 0 � z � 1. Part c) is an
obvious consequence of Parts a) and b).

Proof of Lemma 4.2:Let F be anyn-step strategy,D � Yn, and
D0 = D \ Bc�(F ). Let Pn(Y) be the set ofn-types onY, andTQ
the set ofyn with type Q. Then

QF (D0) �WF ([Xn �D0] \ E(F )) + dn
�1=2

=

Q2P (Y) y 2D \T

WF (Ey (F )� fyng) + dn
�1=2

where the inequality is because1 �WF (E(F )) � dn�1=2.
Now, for any yn 2 D0 \ TQ
WF (Ey (F )� fyng) =

x 2E (F )

P
F
y (x

n
)W

n
(y
njxn)

� Q
n
(y
n
) exp fn�+ 2dn

7=8g:
Here

P
F
y (x

n
) =

k

P
F
k (xkjxk�1

; y
k�1

):

The inequality is by Part c) of Lemma 4.1, and the fact that if
yn 2 Bc�(F ) thenI(PFx ; y ; W ) � � for all xn 2 Ey (F ).

From the last two paragraphs, it follows that

QF (D0) �
Q2P (Y)

Q
n
(D) exp fn�+ 2dn

7=8g+ dn
�1=2

:

Hence, ifF1; � � � ; FM aren-step strategies, andD1; � � � ; DM are
pairwise-disjoint

(1=M)
m

QF (Dm \ Bc�(Fm))

� (1=M) exp fn�+ 2dn
7=8gjPn(Y)j+ dn

�1=2
:

Since jPn(Y)j � (n + 1)d, Part 1) is proved.
If yn 2 B�(F ) \ TQ, then there existsxn 2 Ey (F ) satisfying

I(PFx ; y ; W ) > �, and

�n�1
log Q

n
(y
n
) � H(P

F
x ; y W ) + dn

�1=8

� max
P : I(P ;W )��

H(PW ) + dn
�1=8

:
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Here the first inequality is by Part a) of Lemma 4.1. It follows that
the number of sequences of typeQ in

F
B�(F ) (the union over all

n-step strategiesF ) is at most

exp fn[ max
P : I(P ;W )��

H(PW )] + dn
7=8

g:

Since the number of typesQ is at most(n+ 1)d, we then have

F

B�(F ) � (n+ 1)
d
exp fn[ max

P : I(P ;W )��
H(PW )] + dn

7=8
g:

But this clearly implies Part 2).
SupposeF is a deterministicn-step strategy, sayF (f) = 1. Then,

(xn; yn) 2 E(F ) implies thatxn = f(yn) (because of the condition
WF (x

n; yn) > 0 in the definition ofE(F )). Thus yn 2 B�(F )

implies I(PF

f(y ); y ; W ) > �, and

�n
�1

log QF (y
n
) = �n

�1
log W

n
(y
n
jf(y

n
))

� H(W jP
F

f(y ); y ) + dn
�1=8

� max
P : I(P ;W )��

H(W jP ) + dn
�1=8

:

Here the first inequality is by Part b) of Lemma 4.1. It follows that

jB�(F )j � exp fn[ max
P : I(P ;W )��

H(W jP )] + dn
7=8

g

for any deterministicn-step strategyF . This, together with the
disjointness of the setsDm, implies Part 3).
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Goppa Codes and Trace Operator

P. Véron

Abstract—We study Goppa codes,� (L; g), defined by the polynomial

g(z) = a(z)Tr
:

(b(z)):

It is shown that the dimension of these codes never reaches the general,
well-known, bound for Goppa codes. New bounds are proposed depending
on the value ofm and p. Furthermore, we prove that when p = 2 these
codes have only even weights.

Index Terms—Goppa codes, parameters of Goppa codes, redundancy
of Goppa codes, trace operator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Binary Goppa codes defined by the polynomialg(z) = z2 + z

have been introduced in [6]. Their dimension have been studied
in [8] and [9], where a new bound has been proposed. In this
correspondence, we generalize these results by studying the Goppa
Codes which are defined by the polynomial

g(z) = a(z)Tr : (b(z))

wherea(z) andb(z) are two arbitrary elements ofp [z]: We first
show that the usual bound cannot be reached by giving a general
new bound. Then, we treat the peculiar casesm = 2 and p = 2:

Moreoever, we give a general property over the components of the
codewords which shows that their weight is even whenp = 2:

II. GENERALITIES, DEFINITIONS

Definition 2.1: Let p be a prime number. Lets and m be two
integers,m> 1; g(z) be a polynomial over p , and L =

f�1; � � � ; �ng be a subset of p , such thatg(�i) 6= 0;8i =

1; � � � ; n: The Goppa code�(L; g), of lengthn, over p, is defined
as the set of wordsc = (c1; � � � ; cn); ci 2 p; such that

Rc(z) =

n

i=1

ci

z � �i

� 0 (mod g(z)):

Let us denote byr the degree ofg(z), then
Proposition 2.2: A parity check matrix of the code�(L; g) is

H =

g(�1)
�1

� � � g(�n)
�1

�1g(�1)
�1

� � � �ng(�n)
�1

...
...

...
�r�1

1
g(�1)

�1

� � � �r�1

n g(�n)
�1

:

Remark: This matrix satisfiesc 2 �(L; g) , Hct = 0, but its
rows are in p , so they cannot generate the dual of the code
�(L; g), which is defined over p:
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